We present a way to store and to recall different environment navigation maps in a neural network. The model is built upon the idea that a navigation map can be written as the solution of the Laplace's problem with suitable boundary conditions applied to obstacles and goals in the environment. The inherent compression of information coming from that allows us to have good storage performances with a reduced number of synaptic connections.
Introduction
Some recent works in robotics have focused on the use of harmonic potential functions for path planning [1, 2, 3, 4] . This is an interesting extension of the potential field technique where a potential is built from the superposition of functions representing obstacles and goals. The gradient descent in the resulting potential provides a navigation map.
In the harmonic function method, the solution of the Laplace's equation is used in the place of heuristic potential shapes what brings a series of advantages, the most important being the absence of spurious minima. Therefore the harmonic function method provides a complete algorithm to reach a known goal in a generic environment.
What is important to us in this work is that the computation of the harmonic functions in a grid involves a dynamics where the value of the potential in one site is replaced by the average value of neighboring sites. This resembles an attractor neural network dynamics in a very special network -a place-cells network. Place-cells are pyramidal cells found in the rats hippocampal region that have its firing activity correlated with the position of the animal in the environment. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . It is believed that the whole hippocampal region serves as memory device for topographic maps [10, 11, 12] . Therefore we propose a bridge between artificial algorithms and biological models for spatial memory and navigation. In our analogy, however, the neural activities arising from the harmonic map represent hitting probabilities [4] instead of the subject's position in an absolute frame of reference. In spite of that, we keep calling them place-cells because of its inherent property of having activity correlated with position. We pursuit further this idea combining the place-cell network with a context network to store multiple environments.
In what follows we describe the harmonic function method and the complete neural network model that implements it for various environments. Results and perspectives are discussed in the end.
Harmonic functions method
A harmonic function on a domain ¢ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ § is a function which satisfies Laplace's equation
In the case of robot path planning, the boundary of In the harmonic functions method the environment is explored and the positions of obstacles and goals are stored in a matrix. Each entry of the matrix represents a point in the environment that is divided in a discrete lattice, or occupancy grid. The Laplace's equation (1) 
where r a re sums over neighbors and the weights y ssw are hardwired according to the topology of the grid, in such a way that the stable state of the network is a solution of the Laplace equation.
The dynamics (2) clips the obstacle and target activities to fixed values and allows the free space cells (whose position is not occupied neither by an obstacle nor by a target) to relax. The resulting harmonic potential imprinted in the free space cells activities interpolates between the obstacles and the target. Therefore the navigation map is obtained directly from the gradient descent of the activities.
The Network Model
There are two distinct neural elements that we need to consider. Place cells, discussed before, represent regions in the environment. They are continuous neurons whose activity, limited between c " and c "
, depends on the localization of goals and obstacles in the environment. We introduce a second set of neurons -the context neurons. They are binary neurons whose patters of activity are associated via synaptic learning with specific environment configurations, that are represented by three state patterns s H g Y if there is an obstacle in the site Y if there is a goal in the site r for free space cells (6) We consider a network system composed of three subnetworks with the following properties: 
The activity of a context neuron is given by r H rst I Us T (8) with the local field given by
The synaptic weights are calculated according to an iterative Hebbian method (for instance Rosenblatt's Algorithm) with corrections given by
where x 0 Iz " T is the Heaviside's function. The network 1 enables a recollection of a context after a partial exploration of a known environment.
The network 2 -Environment recall
Contexts in their turn can be used as a key to recover the complete environment configuration of obstacles as well as the location of the target. For that an association between context and environment has to be stored. This is the role of the second group of connections that we call network 2. These synapses send information from context cells to environment cell. The activity of an environment cell is given by
with the transference function for three states
The parameter~determines when a given input pattern has to be classified as a g Y , r or Y . Or, in other words, if a given context means an obstacle, free space or a goal in a given position. To keep~independent of learning the local input has to be normalized, therefore,
with ' u
The learning procedure suitable for teaching a three states network is somewhat different from the one employed before. We use here an adaptation of the Rosenblatt's algorithm, based in a piecewise linear cost function (see figure  1) [13]. For three-states it reads ¦ t
where the learning parameters define windows where the input field stay after learning. We consider The presence of the parameter ª cause learning to be more severe than what is imposed by the training set associated with equation (11) . In fact, to learn the training set ª £ is sufficient. A finite ª , however, allows the retrieval properties to be more robust in presence of additional noise. Both © and ª can be optimized, for a given training set and noise, to produce maximal storage.
The network 3 -Navigation map generation
The place-cell network integrates the environment recall with the generation of the navigation map.A natural way to do that is to consider the following dynamics
where´ is the local input defined in equation (5) and
is the context input defined in equation (12) . The transference function is
Consequently the stored environment patterns , serve as a mask for the Laplace's dynamics.
Equation (14) together with (8) and (11) compose an attractor system that stores navigation maps for multiple environments. Analytical results for its storage performances will be published elsewhere. Here we are only concerned with the demonstration of its plausibility. For that we implement it for storage of simple environments.
The figure 2 shows the general neural network architecture for a small environment. 
Results
The figures 3 and 4 show the actual environment and the navigation map computed by a neural network. The figures exemplify recall cue by context.
During learning the environment patterns were presented in a cyclic fashion and equation (13) was computed, in period of 30 interactions. In the specific case of figures 3 and 4 three different environments were stored. The learning parameters © Á £ÂÃ and ª Ä £ÂÅ produced the best results for storage.
In 3b and 4b the black (white) squares represent the portions of the environment recalled as obstacles (goals) by the context network. The arrows represent the gradient descent on the harmonic potential calculated by equation (14) using expression (3) after 300 iteration steps.
Conclusions
The proposed network is composed of AE ¾ À . This is unusual in attractor neural networks, like Hopfield networks, whose number of synapses is always of order Ç AE . In fact, for storage of generic ( random ) patterns is always better to used the maximum number of synaptic parameters available. In spite of that, the use of a lower number of synapses does not reduce the network performance here. This is only possible because the patterns that interest us to store are not random. They share an important prop- . erty -they are the solutions of Laplace's equation for Dirichlet's boundary conditions. In fact, the boundary conditions ( that describe the environment for us ) determine completely the whole place-cell activity pattern therefore only the boundary conditions are needed to be stored. This a nice example of information compression achieved by a physical system. 
